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BIODIVERSITY CONSERVATION IN PIERCE
COUNTY LAND USE
INTRODUCTION
This study begins with an underlying assumption: The prospect of losing Pierce
County’s richly diverse wildlife is an important community issue. To keep focused on land
use, the study committee decided explaining the benefits of biodiversity had to be brief—
entire books are devoted to this topic, and some titles are listed in Appendix B. The science is
clear that reduced numbers of species in a particular habitat threatens the entire ecosystem,
and there is no real dispute that Pierce County has lost, in raw numbers, much wildlife, both
flora and fauna.
In 1990, Washington’s Growth Management Act directed counties and local
jurisdictions to spell out their strategies to avoid or mitigate environmental degradation that
population and economic growth causes. Pierce County adopted its Comprehensive Plan in
1995 and continues to revise it; municipalities have written comparable policies and
regulations; and unincorporated communities have been writing Community Plans, from 1999
to present, with the help of the county’s Planning and Lands Services. All documents contain
language that refers to wildlife habitat conservation, though few use the word biodiversity.
Because of that, Sections I and II present definitions and benefits of biodiversity, concepts
the reader will need to understand before approaching the land use issue. Section III attempts
to summarize where there is regulatory support for biodiversity conservation and contains part
of Washington’s Department of Fish and Wildlife report on “best practices” for biodiversity
management.
At the outset, the committee had to compile a manageable list of Pierce County
stakeholders active in land use planning from many dozens of possible sources. (Apologies to
the dozens of experts we did not contact. Thank you to those who contributed.) The
committee framed sets of questions for each of the groupings found in Section IV, V, VI and
VII according to their roles and missions. Interviewing these leaders, professionals, and
committed volunteers, the committee basically wanted to know: 1) What efforts have Pierce
County communities made to prevent or reverse loss of biodiversity? 2) What are major
impediments to land use planning for biodiversity? 3) What are successful strategies for
biodiversity conservation in Pierce County?
Land use decision-making involves balancing landowner rights and the needs and
rights of the larger community. This report can provide only a bare sketch of the complex
system that regulates and grants site-development plans. The committee asked elected leaders
how much biodiversity preservation currently weighs in this balancing act. It asked local
Advisory Commission volunteers who hear development proposals within their own
communities what biodiversity conservation means in their community. And it asked several
partnerships—groups composed of government professionals, volunteers, and nongovernmental organizations—what land use initiatives could prevent continuing losses to
Pierce County’s biodiverse ecology.
The Conclusion is a summary of core issues revealed through this research. They may
inspire additional study, discussion and future policy development throughout Pierce County.
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SECTION I: WHAT IS BIODIVERSITY?
What the heck is biodiversity? Simply put, it is a combination of two words, biological
and diversity—the variety of plants and animals. It was probably not a word when the first
Europeans settled in North America, because they generally believed that the “gifts” of the
natural world were theirs to exploit, and in this New World the supply seemed endless.
In the mid-twentieth century, “environmentalism” burst on the scene in the United
States, bringing with it a new and revised concept of the natural world and a new vocabulary
to explain it: ecology, endangered species, keystone species, diversity, ecosystems, and
endangered ecosystems. Scientists developed new research models to explore the
relationships among and between species, extinctions, and, most significantly, man’s role in
the processes. The emphasis has changed from species to ecosystems and from individuals to
relationships.
Only recently are scientists beginning to understand how one small alteration can often
affect the whole. So while the importance of biodiversity is established, as seen in the broad
spectrum of statements below, its definition is still evolving:
United Nations Earth Summit in Rio de Janeiro defined biodiversity in 1992 as, “The variability
among living organisms from all sources including, inter alia, terrestrial, marine and other aquatic
ecosystems, and the ecological complexes of which they are part. This includes diversity within
species, between species and of ecosystems.”
Pavan Sukhdev, Study Leader for the global study of The Economics of Ecosystems and Biodiversity
(TEEB), said simply, “Biodiversity is the entire living fabric of the planet.”
Precious Heritage, the status of biodiversity in the United States, published by the Nature
Conservancy: “Biodiversity is, in essence, the full array of life on earth. The most tangible
manifestations of this concept are the plants, animals and microorganisms that surround us. … It also
includes the genetic material that makes up those species, and at a higher level it includes the natural
communities, landscapes and ecosystems of which those species are a part. The concept…includes
both the variety of these things and the variability within and among them. Biodiversity also
encompasses the processes—both ecological and evolutionary—that allow life on earth to continue
adapting and evolving.”
Washington Biodiversity Council: “Biodiversity is the full range of life in all its forms. This
includes the habitats in which life occurs, the way that species and habitats interact with each other,
and the physical environment and the processes necessary for those interactions.”
This site continues defining biodiversity at four principal levels:
• Genetic diversity refers to the unique combination of genes within and among organisms. If a
population has a diverse gene pool, it can respond more effectively to changes in the
environment.
 Species diversity is the concept with which most people are familiar—the number of different
species in a particular area, plants, animals, insects, mosses, fungi, algae, and microorganisms.
 Ecosystem diversity encompasses the full variety of environments and species assemblages
in the state—forests, grasslands, wetlands, alpine meadows—and the interactions between the
two components. It does not have a fixed scale. It has been used to characterize areas the size
of a small puddle of water to a large landscape.
 Ecoregion diversity is defined by ecologists and conservation biologists to show how
ecosystems interact with each other to form a higher level of diversity. “Part or all of seven
ecoregions are in Washington State.”
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Since the focus of this study is the extent to which land use policies and planning
decisions protect biodiversity in Pierce County, it is illuminating to find how some Pierce
County leaders also define it:
John Garner, Metro Parks Conservation & Education Coordinator and chair of the Pierce
County Biodiversity Alliance: “When our natural world becomes void of biodiversity and
monochromatic, it’s a precursor to a loss of resilience in that only a narrow range of life can now exist
in a place that was otherwise marked by abundance. The loss of resilience makes it more difficult for
humans to persist in a landscape that is increasingly diminished over time. We become more
susceptible to the ravages of events such as disease outbreaks, floods, hurricanes, tsunamis, and
disruptions in food supply.”
Terry Lee, former County Councilman and current Executive Director of the PenMet Parks
District: “I consider biodiversity to be synonymous with a healthy ecosystem, an area where species
are interrelating well. Habitats must not be fragmented or they will die a slow death.”
Ryan Mello, Cascade Land Conservancy and Jayme Gordon, Pierce County Conservation
District define it similarly: Mello says, “Biodiversity refers to the diversity of flora and fauna. Where
you have real diversity, you have a rich healthy ecosystem.” Gordon echoes, “Biodiversity can be
defined as a large variety of native flora and fauna occupying a distinct habitat type.”
Jeannette Dorner of the Nisqually Tribe gave a detailed definition and an example of how the tribe
applied biodiversity conservation at the genetic level: “[Biodiversity is] all of the flora and fauna that
make up the natural world functioning in healthy ecosystems; [it’s] the recognition of the complexity
of species and how a community of species is balanced. We also recognize the genetics of a species as
a factor in biodiversity in our attempt to readapt salmon to the Nisqually environment after alterations
from hatchery and other foreign influences occur.”

SECTION II: BENEFITS OF BIODIVERSITY/
“ECOSYSTEM SERVICES”
To understand what is gained from protecting, enhancing, even restoring biodiversity,
one must look at the benefits nature bestows. The natural environment provides breathable air,
drinkable water, food for nourishment and stable atmospheric conditions, to name a few.
These are referred to as “ecosystem goods and services.” While ecosystem “goods” are
tangibles like fish from the sea and timber from our forests, “ecosystem services” are
intangible; you can’t hold them like a glass of water or weigh them like a basket of wild
berries. (Visit EarthEconomics.org, “Valuing the Puget Sound Basin,” for a more in-depth
discussion of this topic.) Tourism, recreation, viewscapes, as well as flood protection, waste
treatment, insect pollination, and medicines derived from plants and animals, are examples of
services provided by ecosystems with rich biodiversity. (See the chart on page 6 from The
Economics of Ecosystems and Biodiversity (TEEB) at teebweb.org, their 2010 publication,
“Mainstreaming the Economics of Nature.”)
For most of human history, abundant natural resources supplied what people needed as
well as what they could use for economic gain, without perceivable negative impact on the
larger community. Societies grew and prospered because humans were clever at profiting
from what they could use from nature. It provided them with shelter and sustenance.
Damming rivers for mills, and later hydropower; developing increasingly better fishing
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technology; creating trade between regions for unique goods; exploiting forests and mining
the earth for progressively larger, more elegant man-made structures are all examples of the
ways humans have utilized bountiful resources.
In more recent times, consumption of resources globally, due in large part to
increasing populations, has resulted in overuse of many resources once plentiful.
Consequently the world now sees a rapid loss of biodiversity. The capacity of the earth’s
natural systems to provide essential goods and services on which human communities depend
for survival is severely eroding. Human activities have raised the rate of species extinction to
1,000 times its usual rate, according to one claim found in the literature
(CIEL.org/Biodiversity), while natural evolution of new species lags far, far behind.
Environmental economist Charles Perrings (SeedMagazine.com, Wealth of Nations,
November 29, 2010) states, “Biodiversity loss is, in a sense, the big problem of which all
others are relatively small applications.”
New understanding gained from science is showing how interconnected people are
with the biodiversity around them. People depend on nature for their survival. They are a part
of nature, not apart from nature. Losses in biodiversity means societies will experience losses
in agriculture, science, medicine, public health, development, economic growth, and more.
Ecosystems and biodiversity depend largely on “wild” land, and clean lakes, rivers,
and seas. There is a limited supply of undeveloped land, land that sustains native plants and
animals.
How then can rapidly growing Pierce County prevent biodiversity loss?
Recent studies and experience have shown that it is not essential for land to be left
wild to be productive ecologically. Agriculture and urban areas can be designed in ways that
maintain ecosystems. “It is increasingly clear that much of our wildlife will not be able to
survive unless food, shelter, and nest sites can be found in suburban habitats,” writes
professor of Wildlife Ecology Douglas Tallamy. He believes that by restoring native plants to
our gardens—plants local wildlife find edible—everyone can take part in securing the future
of biodiversity in the United States. (Bringing Nature Home, How You Can Sustain Wildlife
with Native Plants, Tallamy. 2009).
But whether land is left wild or combined with other uses, the services richly
biodiverse ecosystems provide underpin the world economy and people’s livelihoods. In fact,
if ecosystem services could compete fairly in the market with traditional products and
services, decisions about land use might take a different turn (TEEB).
Ecosystem goods have value recognized by the market; ecosystem services now are
mostly ignored—they are taken for granted. The value of clean air does not command a price,
but its loss can result in a cost such as reduced tourism, corroded buildings, or childhood
asthma. Groundwater for drinking is “free” but not if contaminated by a polluting land use
activity. And if that groundwater source serves a municipal supply, the cost to remedy the
public benefit is a large one to taxpayers. Ecosystem services have passed beneath the
financial radar in part because they are accessible to almost anyone—economists use the term
“non-excludable.” The value of this natural capital goes officially unrecognized and there is
no measurement or maintenance of the supply upon which to place monetary value.
To address this economic inefficiency, some economists are developing techniques to
account in real market terms for the value of ecosystem services. If incorporated into
investment decisions and policies, cost would be more truly reflected when those services are
lost. Conversely, opportunities may be recognized to invest in protecting them. Investors
could include in their decisions the now-hidden benefits to be found in nature—ecosystem
services—which would advance public awareness and understanding of why richness of
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biodiversity in a healthy environment is so important. Further, those economists believe it
may provide insight to guide and support local policy and public management.
A decision nearly a century ago by the Tacoma Water utility is an example of
foresight that saved user costs as well as biodiversity. For the city’s water supply the utility
tapped the upper Green River in the Cascade Mountains and closed the watershed to human
activities as far as the place where the clean water was diverted into a piped system (Tacoma
Water, http://www.mytpu.org/tacomawater-system/supply). Tacoma Water has been, and
remains, one of the few water utilities in the country that does not have to filter its water
supply. (A new federal regulation may soon nullify that asset.)
Considering ecosystem services in policy making could save on future publiclyfunded costs, boost local economies, secure livelihoods, and enhance quality of life. This
approach could even address poverty by revealing where and how scarce resources and
services are employed by society’s neediest.
More benefits from natural capital can be seen in the arena of public health, from biopharmaceuticals. As far back as the fifth century B.C., Hippocrates wrote that bark from the
white willow tree, Salix alba, eases pain and reduces fever; people have depended on salicylic
acid—aspirin—ever since. Penicillin, quinine, morphine, insulin, atropine, taxol, and digitalis
are among the myriad plant-based drugs that have helped to conquer disease and ease human
suffering. More than fifty percent of drugs prescribed by physicians have been derived from
chemicals first found in plants (Powell, Laura, “Cancer Drugs at risk as plant species die
off,” The Observer, 2008), and new discoveries continue to be made. Animals, too, especially
in the as yet nearly-untapped oceans, also contribute. To maintain this opportunity, biodiverse
ecosystems are critical.
Peter Kareiva asserts in “The Future of Conservation” (The Nature Conservancy,
Spring 2011) that there must be a new vision of the future in which the needs of people and
nature are better balanced. The new concept of “working landscapes” can contribute to this
vision. Resource lands like forests and agricultural lands are protected from future
development through tools like conservation easements, but remain in active forestry or
farming. Jobs are retained as well as ecosystem services. If managed sustainably, and with
techniques that retain habitat corridors, biodiversity can also be protected, he argues.
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Source: TEEB (The Economics of Ecosystems and Biodiversity), “Mainstreaming the Economics of
Nature.” Annex 2, page 34.
http://www.teebweb.org/Portals/25/TEEB%20Synthesis/TEEB_SynthReport_09_2010_online.pdf
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SECTION III: OVERVIEW OF STATE AND COUNTY
DIRECTIVES
Scientific data on the value of ecosystem services to the community confirms that
Pierce County should protect its biodiversity. Sterling Miller, a National Wildlife Federation
senior scientist, advised planners, “It’s a whole lot cheaper to protect wildlife corridors before
[development] than to try to go in afterward and recreate them.”
In 2002, the Biodiversity Conservation Law, ESSB 6400, passed in the Washington
State Legislature. It directed a committee to put together a framework for the development
and implementation of a statewide biodiversity conservation strategy, to replace existing
single-species or single-resource protection programs.
In 2007 the Western Governors’ Association called for designing communities “in a
manner that protects crucial habitats and maintains the ecological permeability of the
intervening landscape so that wildlife can move between those areas.”
Science and statewide directives notwithstanding, most of the legislation guiding
Pierce County’s design for communities was written decades ago. Biodiversity protection in
these documents must be inferred from references to conservation, environment, wildlife
habitat, natural features, greenbelt, corridors, and suggestions to avoid adverse impact or to
retain native vegetation. The following list of current legislation cannot be considered
comprehensive, but rather a “beginner’s guide.”
RCW 36.70A.010 “Growth Management Act” (GMA) of 1990 “The legislature finds that
uncoordinated and unplanned growth, together with a lack of common goals expressing the public’s
interest in the conservation and the wise use of our lands, pose a threat to the environment, sustainable
economic development, and the health, safety, and high quality of life enjoyed by residents of this
state.”
Useful terms:
Urban Growth Areas (UGA) “Each county…shall designate an urban growth area or areas
within which urban growth shall be encouraged and outside of which growth can occur only
if it is not urban in nature. In general, cities are the units of local government most appropriate
to provide urban governmental services. In general, it is not appropriate that urban
governmental services be extended to or expanded in rural areas except in those limited
circumstances shown to be necessary to protect basic public health and safety and the
environment and when such services are financially supportable at rural densities and do not
permit urban development.”
Natural resource lands refer to Agriculture, Forest and Mineral resources, not wildlife
habitat.
Critical Areas generally refer to features of the land and habitat for species of economic
value. “Counties and cities shall include the best available science in developing policies and
development regulations to protect the functions and values of critical areas. In addition,
counties and cities shall give special consideration to conservation or protection measures
necessary to preserve or enhance anadromous fisheries.”
RCW 43.21C State Environmental Policy Act (SEPA) provides an avenue for citizens of the state
to protect their environment. The law requires state and local governments within the state to:
• "Utilize a systematic, interdisciplinary approach which will insure the integrated use of the natural
and social sciences and the environmental design arts in planning and in decision making which
may have an impact on man's environment”
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•
•

•

Ensure "...environmental amenities and values will be given appropriate consideration in decision
making along with economic and technical considerations..."
“Provide a forum for the public and other government agencies to comment on the proposal so
that changes may be made during the planning phase before construction begins, to reduce
impacts. When significant impacts have been identified a full review of all affected elements of
our environment must be completed. This is called an Environmental Impact Statement.”
“Recognize the worldwide and long-range character of environmental problems and, where
consistent with state policy, lend appropriate support to initiatives, resolutions, and programs
designed to maximize international cooperation in anticipating and preventing a decline in the
quality of the world environment”

WAC 197-11-960 (SEPA) Environmental checklist. SEPA “requires all governmental agencies to
consider the environmental impacts of a proposal before making decisions. An environmental impact
statement (EIS) must be prepared for all proposals with probable significant adverse impacts on the
quality of the environment. The purpose of this checklist is to provide information to help you and the
agency identify impacts from your proposal (and to reduce or avoid impacts from the proposal, if it can
be done) and to help the agency decide whether an EIS is required.”
(WAC 197-11-210 through 197-11-238 integrates SEPA with the Growth Management Act.)
RCW 90.58 Washington’s Shoreline Management Act (SMA) was passed by the State Legislature
in 1971 and adopted by voters in 1972. The overarching goal of the Act is "to prevent the inherent
harm in an uncoordinated and piecemeal development of the state’s shorelines."
• Environmental protection: The SMA is intended to protect shoreline natural resources, including
"...the land and its vegetation and wildlife, and the water of the state and their aquatic life..."
against adverse effects. All allowed uses are required to mitigate adverse environmental impacts to
the maximum extent feasible and preserve the natural character and aesthetics of the shoreline.
• Shoreline Master Programs (SMPs): Under the Shoreline Management Act (SMA), each city
and county with "shorelines of the state" must prepare and adopt an SMP that is based on state
laws and rules but is tailored to the specific geographic, economic and environmental needs of the
community. The local SMP is essentially a shoreline-specific combined comprehensive plan,
zoning ordinance, and development permit system. Most shoreline master programs were
originally written between 1974 and 1978. (Note: Along with the SMP, Pierce County adopted

the Shoreline Management Use Regulations (SUR) presently set forth in Title 20 PCC.)
Title 19A, Pierce County Code (PCC), excerpts:
…. “Several natural features are critical for integration into an open space network including fish and
wildlife habitat, wetlands, marine areas, tidal marshes, estuaries, streams, and wooded areas. Open
space areas and corridors, based upon these natural features, are depicted on the Open Space/Greenbelt
Map….The Open Space/Greenbelt Map may be refined in the future based on more detailed analysis
through community planning, watershed basin planning, fish and wildlife habitat planning, and other
open space planning efforts.”
• Designation of an Open Space Network
LU-OS Objective 57. “Establish an open space network linking open space areas via greenbelt
corridors throughout Pierce County.… The Open Space/Greenbelts Map should be refined based
on the development of more detailed open space information obtained through community plans,
open space plans, watershed basin plans, fish and wildlife habitat plans, or similar planning
efforts.”
LU-OS Objective 60. “Ensure that Pierce County open space properties, open space passive
recreation parks, conservation easements, and conservation futures covenants are managed and
maintained to provide long-term stewardship of the open space function and value.”
LU-OS Objective 61. “Open space is an integral part of an area's infrastructure….At a minimum,
the following should apply: a. Open space in urban areas should remain substantially undeveloped
and exemplify the Pacific Northwest character (retention and replanting of native vegetation).”
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Title 18E PCC Critical Areas Ordinances (CAO) are regulations for development where there are
wetlands; regulated fish and wildlife species and habitat conservation areas; aquifer recharge and
wellhead protection areas; volcanic, flood, landslide, seismic, mine, and erosion hazard areas. The
ordinances do not speak to natural ecosystem protections. The ordinances also provide for variances
and reasonable use exceptions to prevent constitutional “takings” of private property. (Note from the
Hearing Examiner: All CAOs and open space ordinances must be interpreted consistent with
Washington appellate court decisions and with RCW 82.02.020 (illegal taxation). See Isla Verde v.
City of Camas and Citizens Alliance v. Ron Sims. A city/county must show that dedication of open
space is the direct result of the proposed development and cannot impose general social costs on
developers.)
Stewardship Plan for the Crescent Valley Biodiversity Management Area. In 2009, the Pierce
County Council adopted a document with specific reference to biodiversity conservation into the
Comprehensive Plan. This watershed-based plan for the BMA includes the following statement:
“It has been recognized that land use is the primary driver of habitat loss, introduction of
exotic species, environmental degradation, and increased runoff and pollutants. These effects are
exacerbated in urbanizing landscapes such as Pierce County, Washington, where changes are both
rapid and permanent.”
The BMA was identified through scientific analysis and zoned Rural Sensitive Resource. This
adoption was guided and supported by Pierce County Planning and Lands Services, Washington’s
Department of Fish and Wildlife, Pierce County Biodiversity Alliance, and others. (See Appendix C.)

“Best Practices” from Washington Department of
Fish and Wildlife
Persuading rather than directing, WDFW educates the public in land use “best
practices” according to scientific research. It publishes a guide for communities wanting to
manage and conserve ecosystem services in their area. The following is from “Landscape
Planning for Washington’s Wildlife: Managing For Biodiversity in Developing Areas,”
December, 2009. (http://wdfw.wa.gov/publications/pub.php?id=00023)
Assessing Wildlife and Habitat Across the Landscape
Washington’s landscape once was covered with large areas of native vegetation, but now
contains significant areas where the landscape has become converted into vegetated patches, some
connected and some isolated. Many areas of trees, shrubs, grasslands, wetlands, and other types of
undeveloped wildlife habitat have been replaced with buildings, yards, playfields, and farms. Roads
have been built across the land, further disconnecting patches of habitat. Within floodplains, many
dikes and levees restrict the natural tendency of flowing water to meander resulting in the loss of
dynamic habitat types associated with floodplains. These changes have resulted in landscape level
changes to habitat composition, configuration, and connectivity. At this landscape scale (e.g., a county
or watershed), planners and decision makers can consider broad land use patterns including resource
lands managed for commodities (agricultural and timberlands), lands managed for different levels of
human development, and lands set aside for conservation or recreation (parks, trails, greenbelts,
riparian easement areas). At the site scale, planners can also assess habitat suitability in the context of
these larger landscapes.
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Determining Habitat Suitability
To plan for terrestrial wildlife at the county and watershed scales, the first step is to assess the
relative suitability of the land to provide habitat. One indicator is where animals currently reside or
have resided in the recent past, with emphasis on areas known to harbor greater numbers of species or
greater numbers of a single, imperiled or locally important species. Planners should also look at
factors that affect the potential of the land to provide high quality habitat. These include the type and
pattern of cover vegetation and assessing how connectivity has been maintained or interrupted across
the land. Several sources of information can be used to characterize the quality of habitat across the
landscape. WDFW offers technical assistance to assist communities with this work, and has worked
with several communities (some highlighted below) to provide data, maps, publications, and technical
expertise to assist in this process.
Watershed Scale Analysis
The basic principles in analyzing wildlife habitat at the county scale also apply at a watershed
scale. At this finer scale of analysis, however, more detailed questions can be asked, such as:
• Stream riparian integrity: Do streams have intact riparian vegetation to protect water quality and to
provide riparian habitat for wildlife? Where are priority areas for restoring riparian areas?
• Vegetation for mammals and birds: How fragmented are undeveloped areas, and where are the
patches of vegetation located? What size are the remaining patches?
• Where are wetlands and how are they distributed across and beyond the planning area? What
patterns of connectivity exist between wetlands, terrestrial habitat, and stream corridors used by
species during their seasonal cycles?
• Roads as barriers to movement for animals: Is there a suitable number of crossing areas for
mammals, and how are they distributed across the planning area? What are potential road concerns for
mammals, amphibians and reptiles? Are there known or suspected high road mortality areas?
• Connectivity between patches: Is there connectivity between areas that will serve as conservation
based lands over the long term? Where do corridors need to be maintained to ensure movement
capability for mammals, amphibians, and reptiles?
• Zoning and dwelling unit densities: Are there incongruities with existing zoning and the needs of
important species and/or Development Response Groups in the area? These questions will typically be
addressed by a GIS analyst working with a biologist and a local planner.

Site-Scale Analysis
In addition to characterizing habitat quality at the county or watershed level,
assessment at the level of a project site (a parcel or suite of parcels) is relevant because this is
the scale at which many land use decisions are made (during the permit review process) and at
which conservation measures can be required and implemented. Much of the remaining native
habitat in urban areas is located on small parcels and private holdings.
For cities in particular, a site scale analysis tool can be useful to determining the
wildlife value of smaller, remnant habitat patches. Site specific analyses incorporate much of
the information used in county and watershed scale analyses, but they are particular to an area
as small as a residential parcel. Opportunity for habitat preservation and management exists at
this scale through the permitting process. As Marzluff and Rodewald (2008) put it,
“All urban areas have the potential to contribute to conservation of biodiversity.”
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SECTION IV: PIERCE COUNTY DECISIONMAKERS—COUNTY-WIDE AGENCIES AND
ELECTED OFFICIALS
A host of land use requirements help sustain ecosystem health by way of protecting
specific native species, such as salmon; prescribe “low impact development” methods of
managing storm water runoff; prevent poisons from reaching waterways; or provide open
space for parks, and corridors called greenbelts in “undisturbed” areas. Community plans
suggest growth should proceed in such a manner as to preserve rural character and low
population density in designated areas. “Biodiversity,” “habitat fragmentation,” and “wildlife
corridors” are terms not yet employed in Pierce County land use regulations.
On the other hand, Pierce County has instituted many actions and policies that
recognize the need for biodiversity conservation. That has been the focus of the committee’s
interviews with a host of county personnel and volunteer organizations, many of whom are
working in partnership to improve environmental health.
The committee asked three questions of the following elected leaders and
professionals involved in land use decisions. (Please note: the order here indicates not an
institutional hierarchy, but how the information is organized for the reader.)
•

•
•
•
•
•

Pierce County Council

(Council Chair Roger Bush declined to participate)
Terry Lee, 2002-2010 Council Member, former
Chair of Community Development Committee
Tim Farrell, 2006-present, Growth Management
Policy Board and Community Development
Committee
Planning and Land Services (PALS) Kimberly Freeman, Senior Planner
Surface Water Management (SWM) Water Quality and Watershed Services –
Dan Wrye, Water Quality Manager
Pierce County Parks and Recreation Services (PCP&RS)
Kathy Kravit-Smith, Director
Puget Sound Partnership (PSP)
Jason Mulvihill-Kuntz, Ecosystem Recovery
Coordinator
Pierce County Executive
Pat McCarthy, County Executive 2008-present
Ryan Dicks, Special Projects and Sustainability
Manager
INTERVIEW SUMMARIES

1.

What actions has your office/agency taken to restore or sustain native
biodiversity in Pierce County?

Former County Councilman Terry Lee pointed to efforts aimed at preventing habitat fragmentation,
mostly through controlling population density as a means to preserve native biodiversity.
• Back in 1975, the Gig Harbor and Key Peninsulas—areas he represented—created a community
development plan aimed at preserving the unique character of the natural environment there. This
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•

•

•

plan was used as a model for the county’s land use plan, the Comprehensive Plan of 1995, aimed
at preventing uncontrolled incursion of development into rural areas, “critical” areas, or areas not
served by adequate infrastructure. (Biodiversity was not considered a criterion for land-use
practices at this time; however agriculture, natural resource exploitation, and fragile geography
were considered.)
In the 70s and 80s trade-offs of buffers—that is, strips of land left in a natural state—for increased
living unit density became common. Increased sprawl made rural communities aware of unwanted
changes in the character of their communities. Gradually the communities followed the lead of the
Gig Harbor Peninsula to write community plans.
Designating Urban Growth Areas (UGAs) is another planning tool aimed at keeping population
density near cities where providing infrastructure is less costly and allowing for Open Spaces
where habitat is preserved for wildlife. According to the Washington State Growth Management
Act, the county is required to designate Urban Growth Areas on a fairly strict ratio of population
to buildable land.
Other actions that affect biodiversity preservation include Open Space initiatives, Low Impact
Development, and Transfer of Development Rights incentives.

County Councilman Tim Farrell referred to the August 2004 Pierce County Biodiversity Network
Assessment and the Pierce County Biodiversity Alliance pilot project.
• The Pierce County Biodiversity Management Plan was an effort to evaluate and map lands within
Pierce County that provide for the greatest biological diversity of terrestrial species (mammals,
birds, amphibians and reptiles) and provided special consideration for salmonids. The
methodology used to identify these biodiverse areas was based on the principles of conservation
biology and landscape ecology protocols for species richness and representation as predicted by
primary land cover derived from review of satellite imagery.
• This assessment was used in the update of Pierce County’s Open Space/Greenbelt Map, the Pierce
County Critical Areas Ordinance, and certain Community Plans. This assessment could also be
utilized in the future to determine priorities through the Current Use Assessment, Conservation
Futures, and Purchase and Transfer of Development Rights Program. (See Appendix A Glossary,
and D “Biodiversity Planning in Pierce County.”)
Kimberly Freeman, Senior Planner for PALS, stated that Pierce County has completed extensive
scientific research, analysis and mapping of biodiversity areas in Pierce County.
• Referred to as Biodiversity Management Areas, these areas were identified by using “gap
analysis.” Gap analysis uses the mapping technologies of satellite imagery and the Geographical
Information System (GIS) to create a current vegetation map. From that, distribution of wildlife
species is derived and areas of high biodiversity are identified. The map is refined or “groundtruthed” with any and all known plant community and wildlife occurrences from Washington
Department of Fish and Wildlife’s Priority Habitats and Species and Streamnet databases, the
Department of Natural Resources’ Heritage and Sensitive Plant Species databases, county natural
resource inventories, and local expert biological opinion. These core habitat areas are connected
by corridors of habitat, which are often located along waterways.
• The resulting coverage is the Biodiversity Network. The final Biodiversity Network identifies 16
biologically rich areas and connecting corridors that cover 267,784 acres of land. The habitat types
represented in the Biodiversity Network include lowland riparian areas and wetlands, deciduous
hardwoods, oak savannahs and prairies, deciduous old-growth forests, and alpine peaks and
meadows. Many of these habitats contain imperiled species including Chinook Salmon, Western
Gray Squirrel, Spotted Owl, Grizzly Bear, Gray Wolf, and Western Pond Turtle.
• The Biodiversity Network coverage was integrated into the County's Comprehensive Plan Open
Space Corridors map, first in 1999 and then updated and revised in 2004 based upon the Pierce
County Biodiversity Network Assessment report. This information has been considered in
community planning processes.
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Dan Wrye, Water Quality Manager, reported the mission of his section of the Pierce County
Surface Water Management has been to “improve ecosystem health in Pierce County by managing
stormwater systems, monitoring watersheds, and building partnerships.”
Kathy Kravit-Smith, Director of PC P&RS, responded that Pierce County Parks and Recreation
Services agency’s mission does not reflect conserving native biodiversity as its responsibility.
Therefore, the department is not funded to restore or sustain native biodiversity.
• When PC Parks and Recreation renovates or constructs new parks it looks for opportunity and
funds to restore native plants. P&RS staff are trained to protect our lands and the native
biodiversity to the best of their ability, but they are “maintenance trained” and the department has
no biologist trained employees to guide this work.
• From the website, P&RS has posted: “We envision an innovative, inclusive, and interconnected
system of parks and recreation services that promotes recreation, health, and environmental
conservation as integral to a livable community.” And “Conservation: We value the conservation
of parks, natural and open spaces, wildlife habitat, shoreline environments, and ecological
resources.”
Jason Mulvihill-Kuntz, Ecosystem Recovery Coordinator for PSP, reported he is involved with
salmon recovery efforts in the Chambers-Clover Creek and Puyallup-White River watersheds, as well
as updates to the Shoreline Management Act (SMA).
• Chinook salmon was chosen as the indicator species for health of the watersheds, so recovery
planning focused on that species. Biodiversity is recognized officially (in the Puget Sound
Partnership Action Agenda) as important to salmon enhancement/recovery.
Pat McCarthy, Pierce County Executive, said development and livability are her twin
responsibilities.
• Executive branch activities have been mostly linked to encouraging economic growth. She pairs
her references to economics with stewardship of the land, but considers open space is for human
use, that is, recreational opportunities.
• Establishing the Office of Sustainability and meetings with the Alliance for a Healthy South
Sound and Puget Sound Regional Council keep her abreast of environmental issues faced by
Pierce County.
Ryan Dicks, PC Executive’s Office of Sustainability, responded that Phase One of the county’s
sustainability program has been in-house education and training to create energy efficiencies, and to
identify and incorporate employee “best practices.” This included addressing stormwater runoff and
pollution prevention. Sustainability practices, he said, can ultimately affect the preservation of local
biodiversity.

2. What actions to prevent loss to native biodiversity in Pierce County are
planned by your office/agency?
County Council: Terry Lee is not aware that the Council has current requests for biodiversity
protection before it. “The Council is a ‘reactive’ body. It reacts to state mandates and to pressure from
constituents. Right now, it is feeling no pressure from county residents to preserve biodiversity
through any specific means.” Meanwhile, consolidating the complex and sometimes contradictory
county regulations for land development is a major effort of the County Council.
PALS: Kimberly Freeman added that “the Biodiversity Management Areas are taken into
consideration when designating and zoning is completed for community plans. This information will
also be utilized in the Comprehensive Plan update. Typically, BMAs require low impact development
which includes tree retention and maintaining the on-site native soils in addition to using native
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plants/landscaping and significantly reducing impervious surfaces. Other measures include tree and
native vegetation requirements within Open Space Corridors (BMAs all within Open Space
Corridors); and, finally, adopted individual Stewardship Plans for various watersheds as Substantive
SEPA (State Environmental Policy Act) documents.”
SWM: Dan Wrye said efforts to keep healthy watersheds include increased inspections of watershed
health in 2011: plans include collecting, managing and analyzing data; implementing stewardship
agreements; and offering technical assistance and educational events. Each year Watershed Health
Report Cards are published and used as a guide to conduct more inspections, manage cleanups, and
guide stewardship plans.
• 2011 will see three times as many inspections within county watersheds than in 2008. Stormwater
systems in non-compliance have dropped in number since 2008, and some, but not all, streams
have shown improvement in water quality.
• A recent addition was the issuance of Watershed Health Report Cards for individual stream
watersheds. These are published and used as a guide to educate residents.
• Inspection of private and county owned stormwater collection facilities, potential pollutant
generators, and illicit discharges are all part of the SWM program to keep pollutants out of
surface water.
• Public outreach activities include education on natural yard care, Low Impact
Development, maintaining shellfish health and marking storm drains.
• Opportunities for watershed councils include outreach to the public at special events and
maintaining an information network with other water health related organizations.
P&RS: Kathy Kravit-Smith reported very few actions are planned. P&RS will do work on the South
Prairie Creek to mitigate for work done to install a bridge over the creek for the expansion of the
Foothills trail.
PSP: The agency is now working on developing performance measures that will help groups know
whether they are making progress achieving goals. Such measures also can provide accountability for
actions promised, and public or private funds spent.
• Another effort is aimed at improving information given to the public and especially to elected
officials, knowing that progress in achieving a healthy Puget Sound depends on buy-in from the
public generally and policy-makers in particular. (Information examples: Why do healthy
shorelines matter? Why should we not build on floodplains? How do everyday actions by
landowners contribute to a healthy Sound?
It will, in future, continue to help partners disseminate this information through enabling support.
Executive Pat McCarthy: Pierce County is, in the main, a rural county. As the county’s Executive,
she has used her office to veto development plans that are not located in appropriate areas.
“Appropriate” decisions are related to livability, most importantly keeping populations from having
long commutes.
• Wise use of resources is essential. Her approach is for the government to practice how it wants the
community to behave—thus the Office of Sustainability (see website) models the transition to
efficient use of power, frugal buying decisions, recycling, etc.
• Creating a livable community must include problem solving by collaboration. An example: elected
officials around the southern Puget Sound have recently joined with the Puget Sound Partnership
(PSP) to address clean water and Puget Sound health.
Exec’s Office of Sustainability prefers developing partnerships to imposing regulation. Public
agencies, private businesses and schools, environmental and health non-profits, local governments,
and the military, to name a few, can:
1) provide a Sustainability Education Network that will develop and support public
outreach/education. Show the value of efficiencies in sustainable practices. Find the hook that
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convinces groups or individuals to change behavior that in the end conserves biodiversity—for
example, cost savings through more efficient operations in this recessionary time.
2) create a new Open Space plan for Pierce County.

3. What factors impede progress in sustaining native biodiversity in Pierce
County?
Terry Lee: It’s the economy. While the recession has halted much land development, Planning and
Land Services is being pared to the bare bones; those left are overworked. There is no staff time to
research or react to any new information on “best practices” in environmental protection.
Those developers with projects will get support for anything that provides an economic boost to the
county. Developers chafe at the slow, expensive land-use permitting process from the understaffed
PALS department. High fees and long delays cut into potential profits.
Kimberly Freeman: Biggest two obstacles: 1) public education and information regarding the
importance of biodiversity to human / built environments; and 2) lack of community plans throughout
all of the county in order to update zoning / designations for all BMAs.
Dan Wrye: A survey in 2008 indicates that landowners are willing to correct problems and preserve
water quality. The department always prefers to do necessary clean-up and bill the offending
landowner rather than levy fines. Getting people to change behavior is more effective in the long run.
Kathy Kravit-Smith: Legislation and funding are lacking.
Jason Mulvihill-Kuntz: Existing and continuing growth of development in the county’s floodplains
is a problem; the GMA addresses this but political pressures overrule. Equally important for partner
groups to watch and protect is the Shoreline Management Act (SMA) since many local updates are
now in process. Property rights advocates seem to be well organized and constitute a strong opposing
force to shoreline protections.
Executive Pat McCarthy: Regulation is, in general, unpopular. To get community support for
regulations, the county must model the changes in behavior it desires. Providing incentives and
economic benefits for wise use of resources is preferred. However, if convinced that the negative
impact of a practice (such as home heating with wood-burning stoves) is severe on the community at
large, strict regulations will come.
• Clean water, handling storm water runoff, and clean air are problems. Stricter regulations will
come to ensure a healthier environment, but she prefers incentivizing rather than penalizing for
non-compliance. Enhancing quality of life in Pierce County requires a healthy economy as well as
a healthy environment.
Ryan Dicks: Current recession budget limits some aspects of the sustainability program. Many
actions must be accomplished through volunteer actions.
• Political climate is critical; revenue to the county depends on growth through traditional
development. But changes that promote biodiversity conservation can come if they create
efficiencies and save money. What the new Council might do is unknown. New Council members
need education on the issue.
• PALS has lost 60 staffers. County Council is loathe to add more regulations that take more time in
the application process, even if presented with scientific evidence for a change in “best practices.”

~~~~~~
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Representatives of Pierce County Council, Surface Water Management (SWM), Pierce
County Parks & Recreation (PCP&R), and Puget Sound Partnership (PSP) responded to the
committee’s questionnaire, in which they expressed the following:
•

There is sufficient information and research available to support conservation initiatives. They all
agreed that sources of information on biodiversity are readily available.

•

Pierce County Council has no in-house experts or any employee who specializes in biodiversity
conservation issues. Funding from federal, state and local sources has dried up.

•

SWM still receives money from municipal and county government for some conservation. PSP
reports receiving funds from EPA and Puget Sound Salmon Recovery Plan, which includes money
for conservation of biodiversity actions.

•

They listed the following impediments to progress in land use planning for biodiversity:
1) funding is minimal for programs, incentives, personnel positions, or for professional
education, such as workshops and targeted trainings;
2) the general public lacks awareness of the issue; and
3) PCP&R and PSP suggest there is insufficient leadership from elected officials.

SECTION V: PLANNING DEPARTMENTS FOR
INCORPORATED MUNICIPALITIES AND PIERCE
COUNTY
Of 20 jurisdictions polled, the committee thanks the 11 cities and towns below for
responding to the LWVT-PC questionnaire, pages 18-20. Those not responding include the
major cities of Tacoma, Puyallup, and Lakewood.
Auburn
Eatonville
Edgewood
Fife

Fircrest
Gig Harbor
Milton
Pierce County

Steilacoom
Sumner
University Place

Respondents generally agreed on the following:
•
•
•
•

•

A number of development regulations aid the persistence of wildlife in an area, but at
this time documents do not acknowledge “biodiversity” as a benefit to the community
nor provide laws or policy to protect it.
Open Space provisions are considered the best planning tool for wildlife conservation.
The Critical Areas Ordinance is a secondary protection for wildlife habitats.
There is currently minimal help—financial or professional—for municipalities to plan
for biodiversity conservation, but they request more of both.
Additional written comments from planners noted that that several chapters of the PC
Comprehensive Plan (chapter 4, environment; and chapter 10 parks, recreation and
open space) give communities support in their efforts to protect wildlife resources
and wildlife corridors.
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League of Women Voters Study Group on
Biodiversity Conservation, 2010-2011
QUESTIONNAIRE* FOR CITY/TOWN PLANNER OR
PLANNING DEPARTMENT
* adapted from 2008 study “Biodiversity Conservation in
Local Planning,” James R. Miller, et al, published in
Conservation Biology, Volume 23, No. 1, 53–63
__________________________________________
(Number shown indicates total respondents that checked yes.)
1. Does your jurisdiction have a plan or local ordinance that calls for any of
the following? (Check all that apply)
Comprehensive
Not
Don’t
Plan
Ordinance Addressed Know
a. Conserving Federal or State listed endangered
plants or animals
b. Creating public parks (or a system of open spaces
or greenways) to achieve objectives that include
biodiversity conservation
c. Encouraging or requiring the protection of open
space focusing on particular habitats unique to the
area
d. Encouraging or requiring the creation and
maintenance of greenways and corridors to achieve
objectives that include biodiversity conservation
e. Inventorying habitats unique to your area
f. Inventorying native plants or animals
g. Setting specific goals for conserving native plants
or animals
h. Minimizing soil loss
i. Minimizing impacts of development on biodiversity
j. Protecting water quality

8

11

□

□

10

4

□

□

10

9

□

□

8

4

1

2

7
4

3
3

3
5

1
2

3

4

6

2

5
4
10

5
4
11

2
3
□

2
3
□

2. Are any of the following planning tools used within your jurisdiction to
address issues of native plant and animal conservation? (Check all that
apply)
2 Farmland preservation programs
9 Cluster zoning requiring open space
dedication
(agricultural districts/agricultural areas)
2 Purchase of development rights
7 Planned Unit Development
2 Zoning for agricultural protection
6 Incentive-based zoning (density bonuses,
exemptions)
1 Performance zoning
1 Conservation subdivisions
4 Impact fees/Exactions
3 Overlay Zones
Other: Conservation Easements, Stormwater Regs, Cottage Housing and small lot development
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3. To conserve biodiversity, does your jurisdiction do any of the
following? (Check all that apply)
10 Encourage or require that subdivisions that include protected open space separate from
housing lots
10 Require that developers mitigate negative effects of development on plant or animal habitat
8 Purchase or acquire property or development rights for the conservation of habitat for native
plants or animals
5 Maintain connections or corridors between plant or animal habitats
1 Maintain conservation areas using processes such as prescribed fire, mechanical clearing of
vegetation, periodic flooding, etc.
1 Maintain or use an up-to-date inventory of plants and animals found in your jurisdiction
1 Control the spread of non-native, invasive plants and animals
Other: follow Passive Park Inventory and Park Policies; Critical Areas Ordinance; Shoreline
Management Programs (draft); PC Comp Plan goals and policies

4. Does your jurisdiction have plans for the conservation of native plant and
animal habitats?
8 Yes, as mandated by state or federal authorities
2 Yes, through local initiatives that go BEYOND state or federal mandates
3 Yes, through local initiatives WITHOUT state or federal mandates
1 No
1 Do not know
Other: Critical Areas Ordinance is the best protection we have at this time

5. Does your jurisdiction offer any of these economic incentives to promote
biodiversity conservation? (Check all that apply)
6 None
3 Transfer of development rights
2 Property tax incentives (present use
value)
2 Purchase of property

1 Direct compensation for conservation/
preservation of some resource
1 Income tax credits
1 Purchase of development rights
1 Do not know
0 Cost share programs

6. Does your jurisdiction receive funding for biodiversity conservation from
any of the following sources? (Check all that apply)
4
4
3
1
1
1

No funding received
Do not know
State government
Federal government
Municipal/county government
Non-governmental/non-profit
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7. Within your jurisdiction, which of the following sources of information are
used to inform biodiversity conservation planning decisions? (Check all that
apply)
2 Professional or Scientific journals
2 Academic institutions
1 List server postings
1 None
1 Do not know
Other: County Experts, Tribe

9
7
5
4

State agencies
Private consultants
Federal agencies
Non-governmental/non-profit
organizations
3 In-house expert(s)

8. Within your jurisdiction, are any of the following resources available for
further education of the planning staff in biodiversity conservation or a
conservation-related field?
4 None
1 Financial support to take college courses
4 Financial support to attend
0 In-house educational speakers or
professional clinics or workshops
workshops
2 Do not know
Other: the above in better economic times
9. Our jurisdiction has difficulty attaining its biodiversity conservation objectives
because there is not enough accessible science-based information.
___ Strongly agree

2 Agree

7 No opinion

2 Disagree ___ Strongly disagree

10. Our jurisdiction has all the science-based information needed to attain our
biodiversity conservation objectives.
___ Strongly agree

3 Agree

4 No opinion

4 Disagree ___ Strongly disagree

11. If more science based information were available, our jurisdiction would
increase its biodiversity conservation efforts.
___ Strongly agree

4 Agree

5 No opinion

1 Disagree ___ Strongly disagree

12. Which of the following would likely lead to increased biodiversity conservation
activity in your jurisdiction? (Check all that apply)
9 More funding for conservation programs or incentives
5 More public support
5 More support from elected officials
5 More training in biodiversity conservation for planning staff
4 State or Federal government regulations or guidelines
3 More planning staff
1 More information or research about conservation
1 Do not know
Other: Money

13. In your jurisdiction, is there someone who specializes in biodiversity
conservation planning?
2 Yes, in our planning department

9 No

1 Yes, in another department

14. Does anyone in your planning department have training in ecology or
conservation biology?
7 Yes
4 No
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SECTION VI: LOCAL LAND USE PLANNING IN
UNINCORPORATED PIERCE COUNTY
Part A: Community Plans in Pierce County
From the Planning and Land Services website: “Community Plans express the voice of
local citizens in how the Comprehensive Plan and its development regulations will be carried out
in specific communities. Community plans indicate specific land use designations, appropriate
densities, and design standards.”
The committee urges the reader to visit the Pierce County Planning and Lands Services
website to read the entire plan for your area drafted by your neighbors. It is here we believe you
can learn the most about biodiversity conservation policy in your area.
The following themes will be found in many if not all of the Community Plans:
• “Natural Resources” typically refers to those that can be exploited for an industry, e.g.
“Utilize resource lands at sustainable levels to provide raw materials, value-added products,
and jobs necessary for future generations.”
• Many plans refer directly to biodiversity, but for some communities “Natural Environment”
protection is considered a livability issue, referring to views and recreation.
• Wildlife stewardship plans, education, and incentive programs for residents are offered as
strategies to achieve the communities’ visions and goals.
• Plans encourage the use of native vegetation and other habitat features in residential
landscaping.
• Putting land into Open Space is a favorite strategy for preserving biodiverse areas.
• To preserve watershed health, access to the services of Pierce Conservation District is a
consistent request.
• Plans often ask that Pierce County Comprehensive Plan be amended so that it is more in line
with the growth and development restrictions the local community desires.
The selected excerpts from community plans, below, serve to illustrate how these very
different communities prioritize and plan strategies for native wildlife conservation.
Alderton-McMillin Community Plan, Adopted 2007
The valley community clearly demonstrates the high value we place on a healthy ecosystem. Our clean air
and water, abundance of habitat for fish and wildlife, forested hillsides and open spaces help us retain our
historic connection to the land. Priority wildlife habitat and species locations have been mapped by the
Washington State Department of Fish and Wildlife.…The Puyallup River is designated as a biodiversity
corridor.

Anderson & Ketron Islands, Adopted 2009
The policies within the Natural Environment Element promote protection of critical areas, encourage
preservation of natural vegetation, and address special topics such as the marine shorelines, wetlands, and
fish and wildlife habitat. The community plan policies also strive to preserve wildlife species and their
habitats and promote the possibility of establishing wildlife sanctuaries on Anderson and Ketron Islands.

Browns Point Dash Point Community Plan, Adopted 2008
Primarily a residential “suburban” community, this area touts the recreational and esthetic benefits of the
surrounding shoreline. It wants the county to consider amending Current Use Assessment program to
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provide a tax incentive on properties that make improvements that reduce downstream pollution, or
conserve land or water resources, or retain native vegetation along marine shorelines.

Frederickson Community Plan, Adopted 2003
Natural resources, natural environment and ecosystems, and natural processes will be respected,
protected, maintained, and where degraded, be restored. Like many communities in Pierce County,
residents of Frederickson have seen much degradation of the natural environment over the past 30 years
as growth has occurred. The community realizes that action must be taken now in order to ensure that
those elements of the natural environment most important to the community are preserved for present and
future generations. The community plan prioritizes the acquisition of open space in environmentally
constrained areas. The County’s Conservation Future Program is identified as a key tool to help preserve
these areas into perpetuity.

Gig Harbor Community Plan, Adopted 2002 [Often used as a model for subsequent plans]
Area includes both urban and rural areas and extensive shorelines.
Rural Sensitive Resource (RSR) designation follows the rural valleys and streams corridors on the
Peninsula which have historically been protected from development pressures by low-density zoning and
sensitive area designations. This designation is intended to protect surface waters, aquifers, and fish and
wildlife habitat from degradation. New development within the RSR designation shall utilize low impact
development techniques. The properties within the RSR designation are considered a high priority for
community space preservation and acquisition efforts. Native vegetation provides a variety of benefits
including critical area buffering, protection of aquifer recharge areas, fish and wildlife habitat, and
pleasing visual aesthetics. Preservation of native vegetation and open space should be required as a
component of all new rural developments. The Plan calls for amendments to existing zoning requiring
more restrictive guidelines for designated fish and wildlife habitat areas and to establish riparian area
buffers based on the best available science.
Because of the high quality of life that is offered by living and working near the water,
Shoreline areas have received some of the greatest development pressures within the community plan
area. Implementation of shoreline regulations should promote long-term values and goals above shortterm interests. It is important that the Shoreline Master Program (SMP) classify the Peninsula area
shorelines based on the natural shoreline processes, natural features, habitat value, and the criteria
identified for shorelines of the state. Development standards along shorelines should ensure the
preservation of native vegetation and wildlife habitat and protect water quality and natural shoreline
processes. Low impact development tools should be considered for implementation.

Graham Community Plan, Adopted 2007
Land uses within the plan area should reflect a rural character and provide a stepped-down scale from the
intensity and density of uses found in the more urban neighboring communities. Design proposed
development and infrastructure to minimize conflicts between fish and wildlife habitats and human use
areas. Define and designate wildlife areas as part of the development process. Identify and retain key open
space corridors to maintain connectivity and enhance wildlife movement.

Key Peninsula Community Plan, Adopted 2008
The majority designated Rural Residential Area surrounded by marine waters on three sides. The native
vegetation, marine shorelines, and fresh water streams contribute to the livability of the area.
Development standards along shorelines should include incentives to preserve native vegetation and
wildlife habitat and protect water quality. The plan calls for public education and incentive based
programs (to) protect the function and value of the natural environment. It asks for County services to
promote environmental awareness and stewardship in the community, and to provide landowners,
builders, and developers the educational, technical, and financial assistance needed to avoid impacts to
surface waters.
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The Pierce County Shoreline Master Program should be revised to … accurately represent current
conditions of the shorelines, the scientific understanding of shoreline processes, and the community’s
attitudes toward shoreline management.

Mid-County Community Plan, Adopted 2005
A unique residential community that separates urban densities with rural development and
environmentally sensitive areas. Address opportunities to restore the natural environment. A major part of
the retention of these habitat areas is removal of invasive species and obstructions to wildlife corridors,
whether fences or barriers in streams. The linkage of wildlife corridors throughout the plan area, the
County, and the region would provide habitat connectivity which benefits individual species.

Parkland-Spanaway-Midland Communities Plan, Adopted 2002
The fish and wildlife habitat chapter Title 18E Development Regulation-Critical Areas identifies oak
woodlands and prairies as habitats of local importance. Extensive land use conversion within the plan
area has resulted in fish and wildlife habitat that is extremely fragmented and degraded. Accommodating
new growth while still maintaining the functions of the natural environment is a high priority. Limit the
removal of native vegetation and its associated organic duff layer during the land division, construction,
and post-construction phases of development. Require a minimum percentage of natural/native vegetation
as a component of all new development within the plan area. In existing residential development,
encourage the replanting of native plants of the historic, indigenous plant community type.

South Hill Community Plan, Adopted 2003
Residents and business owners recognize that South Hill is within the designated urban growth area and
that the population will continue to grow. Tree retention and replacement is a key component of the South
Hill Community Plan. The open space corridors in South Hill coincide with wetlands, flood hazards,
slopes, and streams.

Upper Nisqually Valley Community Plan, Adopted 1999
Focusing on a rustic, mountain-oriented appearance in keeping with the historic and rural character of the
area, while respecting private property rights. Emphasize the importance of protecting critical areas as
part of the natural beauty that is found in the Upper Nisqually Valley. Finally the plan asks for further
research into the current condition of wildlife habitat and inventory through the completion of a study to
determine today’s baseline. This data can then be used to measure future impacts on the fish and wildlife
and adjust community plan policies, zoning, or regulations where necessary.

Part B: Questionnaire Summary of Local Land Use
Advisory Commissions
Seven communities conduct regular hearings locally on site development proposals
within their jurisdiction. The commissioners are volunteers who take on the large task of
considering how each proposal matches the local Community Plan. Their decisions are advisory
only in the permitting process. There are almost always vacancies on these boards.
The committee approached the seven commissions through the PALS clerk with our
questionnaire and received responses from Peninsula Advisory Commission for the Gig Harbor
Plan (PAC) and Key Peninsula Advisory Commission (KPAC). One comment was received
from a retiring Parkland/Midland/Spanaway (PSM) commissioner.
1. What ordinances calling for biodiversity conservation are found in your
Community Plan?
KPAC considers several actions as implied in their plan: Conserving Federal or State listed
endangered plants or animals; creating public parks (or a system of open spaces or greenways) to
achieve objectives that include biodiversity conservation; encouraging or requiring the protection
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of open space focusing on particular habitats unique to the area; encouraging or requiring the
creation and maintenance of greenways and corridors to achieve objectives that include
biodiversity conservation; and minimizing soil loss.
PAC declares that ordinances are not stated in their plan, however both
PAC and and KPAC commissions report that protecting water quality is a specific requirement.

2. Are any of the following planning tools used within your jurisdiction to
address issues of native plant and animal conservation?
PAC and KPAC report that their plans encourage or require that subdivisions that include
protected open space separate from housing lots.
As to addressing connections or corridors between plant or animal habitats, PAC reports that to
date “there have been no cases seen where this applies.”

3. Does your Community Plan encourage conservation of native plant and animal
habitats?
PAC – No.
KPAC – As mandated by county, state, or federal authorities

4. Which of the following sources of information are used by the Advisory
Commission to inform decisions affecting biodiversity conservation?
PAC – Federal and State agencies, private consultants.
KPAC – None

5. Are any of the following resources available for further education of the
commissioners or the community in biodiversity conservation? (Check all that
apply)
___ Financial support to attend professional
clinics or workshops
___ Financial support to take college
Courses

___ In-house educational speakers or
workshops
___ Other (please specify)
PAC and KPAC - None

6. Which of the following would likely lead to increased biodiversity conservation
goals in your Community Plan? (Check all that apply)
PAC and KPAC - More funding for
conservation programs or incentives
PAC More information or research
about conservation
PAC More planning staff
PAC More public support

PAC More support from elected
officials
PAC More training in biodiversity
conservation for planning staff
PAC State or Federal government
regulations or guidelines

7. Does anyone on your commission have training in ecology or conservation
biology?
KPAC - No

PAC - Doubtful

8. How is your commission likely to respond in cases where the community’s
interest in biodiversity conservation is challenged by a) an individual insisting
on unabridged property rights, or b) a developer claiming economic hardship?
KPAC - “Go for community interest.”
PAC - “Usually the vote goes with allowing variances, in support of County (PALS)
recommendations which advocates for developers and landowners. (We) need stronger
language on protection and replacement of biodiversity.”
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PSM – “I do not believe that Pierce County really cares about the Growth Management Act
since it has seen fit to ignore several components of it. I felt as though we (I) had little impact
as an ‘advisory’ commission.”

Part C: Public Hearings, Interview with a Hearing
Examiner
What is a Public Hearing?
“A public hearing is a special meeting which allows the public to comment on proposed plans and
projects before officials make a final decision. All members of the public wishing to testify regarding
an action may do so. Public hearings are generally divided into two categories- legislative and quasijudicial. Legislative hearings are conducted to seek citizen views on land use plans and ordinances,
while quasi-judicial hearings deal with individual property. The official(s) conducting the hearing may
establish rules regarding how the hearing is conducted, including time limitations on public
testimony.”

Pierce County Hearing Examiner
“Pierce County utilizes a Hearing Examiner system for quasi-judicial decisions on land use actions
such as variances, conditional use permits, shoreline permits, and applications to subdivide land. The
Hearing Examiner is appointed by the Pierce County Council and acts as the decision-maker for the
County regarding discretionary land use permits and approvals. The Hearing Examiner also issues
decisions regarding appeals of administrative decisions made by the Planning and Land Services
Department.”

—from the Pierce County website
Interview with Hearing Examiner Stephen K. Causseaux, Jr.
Balancing the good of the public and the rights of the property owner lies at the heart of each
land use decision. Mr. Causseaux, who has presided over land use cases in Pierce County since 1984,
prepared for the LWV phone interview by gathering several court cases as examples of guidance he
takes from State court decisions as well as from Pierce County legislation. “Over the years, this has
only got tougher,” he observed.
In a March 18, 2010, decision involving a disputed request for developing a parcel in a
Biodiversity Management Area (BMA), Causseaux was guided by Pierce County zoning, ordinances,
and policies in his decision. He explained the criteria he used in this case involving a Conditional Use
Permit.
A Hearing Examiner must determine whether a proposal is “compatible with the
Comprehensive Plan” as adopted by the legislative body, the County Council. According to the
Comprehensive Plan, he wrote, developers have a responsibility “to protect the public health, safety,
and welfare and to maintain surrounding property values.” Even when neighbors strongly object to a
proposal, his legal ability to deny such a permit is limited. “While the opposition of the community
may be given substantial weight, it cannot alone justify a local land use decision.” The legislative
body, the County Council in this case, may permit certain conditional uses within a specific zone as
long as adverse impacts are mitigated. A use which has impacts that cannot be mitigated and that is
“grossly inconsistent with the area in which it desires to locate” is likely to be denied.
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The Hearing Examiner went on to write that the goals, objectives, and policies of the local
community plan go only so far. “[O]ur courts have held that inconsistencies between a community
plan and a zoning regulation are resolved in favor of the zoning.”
“While residents’ opinions are important, quasi-judicial land use decisions are not decided
by popular vote, but by whether or not a proposed land use meets the criteria adopted by the
legislative body and whether impacts of the particular use can be mitigated. Mitigation of impacts
does not mean that the development cannot cause some impact. If development were prohibited
from creating any impacts, then no development could occur.”
Asked directly about biodiversity protections, Mr. Causseaux offered the Critical Areas
Ordinance as the strongest regulatory tool he is aware of. He noted that science is far in advance of
practice in environmental protection. For example, the Shoreline Master Program for Pierce County
has not been substantially updated since first adopted in the 1970s. Few criteria serve to protect habitat
along what was once undeveloped shoreline from parcel by parcel changes. Spurred by legal
challenges and court decisions protecting property rights, the State Legislature had to change the law
to ensure CAO applied to shorelines, but even then no increased setbacks or restrictions on docks and
bulkheads were required to protect wildlife corridors.
Zoning is the guideline, but some discretion is allowed. “The SUR (Pierce County Shoreline
Use Regulations) and WAC 173-27 serve as a zoning code for the shoreline. For example, the SUR
authorizes docks in all shoreline environments (zones) with the exception of ‘Natural.’ However,
docks must obtain a shoreline substantial development permit and to do so must meet the criteria set
forth in PCC 20.56.040(A),” Causseaux said. One criterion requires that views “will not be unduly
impaired.” In determining “undue impairment” the Examiner considers what a person expects to see
in an area zoned conservancy, rural, or rural residential. He has used that and other criteria to deny an
application for building a structure. Also, variances for development may be denied on the grounds of
neighboring land usage—like parks or patches of important habitat. It can be a difficult call for a
hearing examiner.
In practice, reasonable requests for variances are allowed, much to the chagrin of local
Advisory Commissions, as noted in Part B. Mr. Causseaux stated that it is not the purview of a
Hearing Examiner to enforce a general land use philosophy. He is directed by the courts to determine
whether a landowner has been given a fair opportunity to develop his land to its highest best use.

Communities hoping to preserve biodiversity, he suggested, need to request that
the appropriate legislative body adopt specific zoning and open space regulations
consistent with RCW 82.02.020. In that way, hearing examiners are provided with the
authority to curtail certain kinds of development.
Lacking strong regulatory protections for biodiversity conservation, he suggested, it is
advisable for neighborhoods and communities to negotiate early with a developer, long before
a case appears before him. Discuss designs that are less damaging to wildlife habitat, designs
that may allow significant biodiversity to persist and be in line with community values,
Mr. Causseaux concluded.
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SECTION VII: COUNTY PARTNERSHIPS AND NONGOVERNMENTAL GROUPS THAT ADDRESS
BIODIVERSITY CONSERVATION
A welter of partnerships, coalitions, small grass-roots community organizations, governmental
and non-governmental agencies are at work in Pierce County to prevent continued loss of biodiversity.
The committee has collected responses to the questions below from some major stakeholders who
have proven to be reliable and knowledgeable sources. (It should be noted that many of these
respondents hold positions in more than one citizen group, broadening their expertise in the field of
biodiversity conservation.)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Pierce Conservation District (PCD)
Key Peninsula/Gig Harbor/Islands Watershed Council (KGI)
Puyallup River Watershed Council
Chambers-Clover Creek Watershed Council (CCC)
Open Space Task Force (OSTF)
Puyallup Tribe
Nisqually Tribe
Cascade Land Conservancy (CLC)
Great Peninsula Conservancy (GPC)
Pierce County Biodiversity Alliance (PCBA)
Tahoma Audubon Society (TAS)

Jayme Gordon
Barbara Ann Smolko
Dave Seabrook
Al Schmauder
Bryan Bowden
Bill Sullivan
Jeannette Dorner
Ryan Mello
Kate Kuhlman
John Garner, Linda Burgess
Krystal Kyer

1. What human activities do you think most threaten the persistence of native
plants and animals in Pierce County?
All respondents agreed that loss of habitat due to human development is the top threat to the
persistence of native biodiversity. Named specifics included “urban sprawl,” i.e. barriers of roads,
structures, and soil displacement, and the introduction of non-native species.
Many respondents pointed to poor land use planning that has caused habitat fragmentation,
including permanent conversion of forest and open farmlands to residential or industrial use.
Immediate profit usually wins over environmental protection.
Several added that pollution from chemicals, from industrial or domestic uses (chemical
fertilizers, pesticides and herbicides), and human waste severely threaten the native ecosystem.
Also mentioned is that Pierce County residents lack knowledge to make informed choices and
minor changes in lifestyle that would go a long way to preserve native wildlife. Examples include
better management of pets and pet waste, changing popular suburban yard care practices, and
becoming more tolerant of some less attractive native species.

2. What strategies do you find most successful in restoring losses to native
biodiversity?
•
•

Acquiring and restoring lands that provide wildlife corridors. Permanently protecting wild spaces
through conservation easements or fee ownership to ensure contiguous, functioning, high-quality
habitat. Placing land in a land trust. —CCC Watershed Council, OSTF, CLC, GPC
Collaborative grass-roots planning and/or community action that helps local people re-connect to
and become stewards of their local environment. Creating community “ownership” through
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•
•

restoration activities. Fostering cooperative efforts; incentive-based actions; partnerships coupled
with technical help from established conservancy groups. —OSTF, Nisqually Tribe, CLC,
PCBA
Restoration and/or enhancement of native habitat and eradication of non-native species. The
restoration of wetlands in general.—PCD, KGI Watershed Council, and the Puyallup Tribe
“Habitat restoration projects can provide habitat for species that have freedom of movement (like
birds), but manual reintroduction may be required, as is the case for species like Western pond
turtles and Oregon spotted frogs. Without sufficient native habitat, by definition native
biodiversity cannot be restored, so this is an essential strategy. The best way to conserve
biodiversity is to protect what we currently have, as restoration efforts are costly and not always
successful. Management of invasive species that change native habitats (plants) and/or outcompete
(plants and animals) other species is also important.”
—Krystal Kyer, Tahoma Audubon Society

3. What strategies does your group advocate for avoiding loss of biodiversity?
•

NGOs and partnerships responded overwhelmingly that there’s a need for funding, incentives, and
regulations for sustaining biodiversity in Pierce County. Specific needs and current programs
include:
1) a coherent Open Space plan for the county;
2) Transfer of Development Rights to prevent sprawl into sensitive areas;
3) outright land acquisition for protecting the best existing habitats (especially those already
identified as “Biodiversity Management Areas”;
4) local funding (i.e., money that can be used to react to opportunities that arise and that can
be used to provide local match requirement from other funding sources);
5) maintenance and operations funding to restore and manage lands after they have been
acquired;
6) strong, protective regulations that recognize public resources, e.g. marine shorelines
7) Low Impact Development requirements for storm water management throughout the
county;
8) tax increment financing to direct growth into urban areas and provide incentives to
developers;
9) local Conservation Authorities – a bonding tool under study in Pierce County;
10) a cost-share assistance program to implement best land-management practices.

•

Government/citizen partnership groups emphasized resident education. They report volunteer
work on public open spaces and private properties is already ongoing. Collaborative, partnership
approaches are favored. The above groups state they are ready to help
1) maintain buffers along streams and lakes, at conservation developments such as Tremont
in King County;
2) provide education and hands-on learning opportunities about the benefits of protecting
native plants and animals;
3) host habitat restoration projects;
4) encourage use of native plants in landscaping and “Backyard Habitat” programs;
5) sponsor Citizen Science projects measuring gains and losses of wildlife over time;
6) provide Citizen lobbyists activated to educate policy makers involved in land use.

•

NGOs and partnerships noted the need for leadership from county and local officials on this issue.

An action to promote biodiversity is to get the term into city comp plans.
4. Which strategies have gained cooperation from Pierce County government?
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

PCD reports its programs are well supported by Pierce County. Many, in fact, are sometimes or
often done in partnership with the county.
KGI Watershed Council urges requiring Low Impact Development standards in watershed
restoration and some preservation/protection programs.
The Puyallup River Watershed Council considers itself independent of the county, though
support has been provided by Surface Water Management.
The county requires necessary buffers and replanting for Chambers-Clover Creek Watershed
Council projects.
In concert with the Puyallup Tribe, the new county flood plan is a good cooperative approach.
Flooding is a strong concern of the Tribe
CLC encourages the county’s Transfer of Development Rights programs locally and at state level;
the county offers local conservation authority interest/support; cooperation finding funding at state
or by sponsoring grants.
GPC holds conservation easements on two PenMet Parks.
PCBA credits Conservation Futures & Pierce County Water Programs for fee simple acquisitions;
Current Use Assessment for designating conservation easements; Transfer of Development rights
legislation; and public education from departments such as Public Works.

“The County Council’s development and adoption of the Open Space Network into
Pierce County’s Comprehensive Plan was a big step in the right direction. Having Pierce
County PALS active participation in the Pierce County Biodiversity Alliance in past years
was very valuable, however recent funding cuts in the county government has significantly
reduced participation in 2010 to date.
Securing grant funding to facilitate Pierce County’s Open Space Task Force process
in 2010-11, and passage of the resolution to create the Task Force by the County Council
allowed for the county Parks and Recreation department to participate and play a lead role
in this process. This has been a good outcome in a time when resources are scarce for such
voluntary activities.”
—Krystal Kyer, Tahoma Audubon Society and PCBA

5. What circumstances or conflicts have prevented Pierce County from
supporting your group’s conservation efforts?
(The following is simply a list of responses, loosely grouped.)
•

Multiple agencies have sometimes conflicting priorities or mandates; lack of awareness; lack of
funding; lack of training of staff, and lack of staff.
Some PALS staff and the County Council lack information and understanding about what
biodiversity planning is and looks like. The valuation of “ecosystem services,” the associated
economic costs of losing them and then having to replace them with engineering projects are
relatively new concepts. The county needs a biodiversity planner staff position.

•

Council members don’t have time, commitment or money to accomplish plans or goals. Key
leadership tends to cycle in and out, whether volunteer or professional.
The county has been supportive of (certain) biodiversity efforts, but the problem has been in
developing a program to coordinate these efforts across a broad spectrum of other agencies,
stakeholders, and related open space efforts.
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•

Pierce County’s general fund is balanced on a strategy of growth; that is, revenue depends on
construction industry paying developer fees, permits. Funding is always an issue and the struggle
to balance state, county and city budgets has taken its toll.
There are political conflicts within PALS and elsewhere when new land use activities or goals are
advocated.
Conflicts arise over values surrounding individual property rights.
In the past permits were issued after the fact. That situation has improved some.

•

Political will is absent; too much pressure from special interests; Council has no priorities.
There is a lack of a public demand for this type of activity to be a recognized function of Pierce
County government.

6. What does your group do to persuade individuals that biodiversity
conservation is a worthy effort?
PCD: We provide education about the value of biodiversity. Practice biodiversity when installing
habitat restoration/enhancement projects or best management practices. Promote native plants through
the PCD Annual Native Plant sale.
KGI: Our public outreach efforts don’t include a biodiversity message per se. We do have education
efforts that specifically value anadromous fish and the species that are needed to support them.
OSTF: We are developing a report and recommendations to the Pierce County Council that will
recommend coordination of biodiversity conservation efforts with other open space conservation
efforts (e.g., agriculture, forests, riparian corridors, parks, trails, and marine shorelines).
Puyallup Tribe: We are putting 4,000,000 fish per year into the system and continually trying to
convince the County of the value of our work.
Nisqually Tribe: We sponsor community outreach via Nisqually Stream Stewards who do tree
plantings and water quality monitoring. Training involves 8 weeks of class and 4 field trips that
averages 20 new stewards each year. We publish a newsletter. Staff meet with agencies at all levels.
CLC: We educate about the cost of sprawl, show how unique attributes of Pierce County are a
strength that can advance economy here if our natural environment is maintained and enhanced. CLC
is exploring a study with a group like Earth Economics to define cost issues.
GPC: Our mission is “protecting forever the natural habitats, rural landscapes, and open spaces of
the Great Peninsula on Washington’s Puget Sound. GPC’s outreach and education program materials
are written to do just this by telling the stories of our protected lands, our conservation landowners,
and demonstrating the benefits these lands have to our communities.
Tahoma Audubon Society: We educate our members and the public through our monthly
membership programs, field trips, adult and youth classes, website, Facebook, newsletter, and
conservation campaigns, habitat restoration trainings and activities of the Green Tacoma
Partnership. We sponsor citizen science programs in partnership with Seattle Audubon, PCBA,
and University of Cornell’s Lab of Ornithology. We do grassroots community organizing, events, and
mobilization around biodiversity and habitat conservation, including education on voluntary
conservation programs.
PCBA: We help write watershed stewardship plans and provide residential groups with relevant
information.

7. What incentives do you think might lead to conservation efforts?
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(Suggestions in this list were repeated by various respondents.)
•
•
•

•

Tax breaks/tax credits; Current Use Property Tax program; monetary incentives to protect land
(property tax, estate and income tax reductions)
Valuing habitat so that individual property owners take pride in having a personal role protecting
and restoring habitat
Recognition (from the county, state or even local government) to homeowner groups for
participation in programs like Backyard Habitat Sanctuary or for monitoring wildlife and reporting
to UW, the NatureMapping project; publicity for successful plans that are strategic, cooperative
and have adequate funding
Transfer of Development Rights (TDR) program has tremendous potential to serve as an incentive
to conservation efforts and our report will include recommendations for improving the TDR
program

8. Name your group’s strongest accomplishment so far in the area of
biodiversity conservation.
Pierce Conservation District The PCD has held its native plant sale for at least 20 years, which has
distributed hundreds of thousands of plants into Pierce County yards, greenbelts, and natural areas.
KGI Watershed Council Purchase of floodplain and wetland habitat, removal of several fish passage
barriers.
Chambers-Clover Creek Watershed Council The acquisition of 8 properties along Clover Creek
through Conservation Futures and adding them to the Land Trust for perpetual protection.
Puyallup Tribe Hundreds of restored acres. Land returned to Tribe saw much converted to
conservation. The Tribe has more strict water quality standards. Anyone emptying into the Puyallup
River must meet those standards. There has also been general wildlife conservation accomplishment.
Nisqually Tribe Protection for the Nisqually River through 1) estuary restoration and 2) property
protection on the mainstream river – now 74% preservation from 3% when the program started.
Cascade Land Conservancy The Cascade Agenda is a blueprint for its 100-year vision and its
community outreach to create buy-in. Also 15,000 acres have been protected in Carbon River valley
and 400 acres along the salmon-rich South Prairie Creek have been preserved.
Pierce County Biodiversity Alliance Expanding Rural Sensitive Resource (RSR) zoning in the
Crescent Valley biodiversity management area. Getting the County Council to adopt the first BMA
boundary revision to include an entire watershed and adopt the Stewardship Plan for that watershed
into the Comprehensive Plan.
Tahoma Audubon Society Conservation of the Nisqually Delta leading to the creation of the
Nisqually National Wildlife Refuge, which is also designated as one of two Important Bird Areas in
Pierce County, the other being on Fort Lewis.
Great Peninsula Conservancy GPC has protected more than 2,000 acres in Kitsap, west Pierce and
north Mason Counties. We conserve pristine shorelines, critical salmon streams, evergreen forests, and
wildlife-rich wetlands throughout Kitsap, Mason, and west Pierce counties. GPC protects wildlands
and provides opportunities for people to enjoy them forever.
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CONCLUSION
Some facts gathered while conducting this study:
•

Activities that help preserve native biodiversity also provide humans with clean water,
productive soils, clean air, protection from floods and other climate catastrophes.

•

There is a need to account for the value provided, in market terms, of “natural capital.”
The substantial economic value of biodiversity and its benefits is not recognized.

•

There is urgency to protect biodiversity because of population growth and development
pressure on land use.

•

Many sources for this study agree that loss of habitat, poor land use planning, pollution,
and Pierce County’s population growth have led to loss of native biodiversity.

•

Replacing functioning natural ecosystems with “built” or engineered systems is costly.

•

Over the last thirty years in Pierce County, some attempt to maintain biodiversity has been
addressed through the designation of Urban Growth Areas (UGAs), a Pierce County
Biodiversity Management Plan, and the creation of the Biodiversity Network.

•

The Department of Fish and Wildlife suggests that urban areas, too, can support
biodiversity preservation.

•

Most local jurisdictions have plans and/or ordinances that address listed endangered
species, conservation of open space, and water quality.

•

Community Plans may express the intent to protect important habitat areas and preserve
their area’s character, but they are not regulatory. Courts have held that inconsistencies
between a community plan and a zoning regulation are resolved in favor of the zoning.

Impediments to success in biodiversity
conservation:
•

In general, landowners are more likely to act for personal economic benefit than for an
abstract value.

•

Many participants in this study felt not enough Pierce County resources have been
devoted to biodiversity conservation, either in trained staff or incentives to landowners.

•

With the exception of ongoing watershed efforts, governmental action in favor of
biodiversity is more often reactive than proactive.
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•

Education of the public about what biodiversity means, why it is important, and how
citizens can help with a solution is not emphasized enough, most sources for this study
agree.

•

Few local jurisdictions have set specific goals for conserving native plants or animals.

•

Many sources for this report point out that, in Pierce County, urban and suburban sprawl
has led to serious habitat fragmentation. Parcel-by-parcel decision making threatens to cut
important wildlife corridors and isolate areas of high-quality wildlife habitats, inevitably
degrading biodiversity.

•

Wildlife stewardship standards expressed in local Community Plans have limited effect
when Hearing Examiners are guided primarily by county zoning regulations that do not
take biodiversity into account and by court decisions protecting property rights.

Strategies for success in biodiversity conservation:
•

Some planners think that more support from the public and from elected officials, along
with more staff training and expertise, would be helpful.

•

The need to educate the public on this issue is mentioned repeatedly by a wide range of
non-governmental groups in Pierce County

•

Both government and volunteer groups have done substantial work on habitat restoration
projects and have purchased or set aside important habitat areas.

•

Ideas such as Transfer of Development Rights and Low Impact Development are
generally supported by governmental agencies and can be expanded.

•

Quite a few local jurisdictions use cluster zoning that requires some open space
dedication. These spaces can be dedicated to support local wildlife.

•

Developers of subdivisions are generally required to include some protected open space
and to mitigate negative effects of their development on plant or animal habitat.

•

The Community Plans consistently value Open Space for a variety of services. The Open
Space Task Force, as a permanent body, would help communities identify and acquire
land suitable for sustaining local wildlife.

•

Those wishing to protect local biodiversity can 1) lobby the County Council for new
incentives or stricter ordinances, 2) negotiate with developers at the beginning of their
design plans to protect biodiversity and 3) promote preservation activities in their
neighborhoods and on their own property.
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APPENDIX A: GLOSSARY
State legislation and practices referred to in this study:
Growth Management Act (GMA)
Washington’s Growth Management Act was enacted in 1990 and 1991. The legislative findings upon
which the GMA is based include: “uncoordinated and unplanned growth, together with a lack of
common goals expressing the public’s interest in the conservation and the wise use of our lands, pose
a threat to the environment, sustainable economic development, and the health, safety and high quality
of life enjoyed by residents of this state;” “citizens, local governments, and the private sector (should)
coordinate with one another in comprehensive land use planning;” “economic development programs
(should) be shared with communities experiencing insufficient economic growth;” and recognition of
“the importance of rural lands and rural character to Washington’s economy, its people, and its
environment, while respecting regional differences.”
Urban Growth Areas (UGA)
“Each county…shall designate an urban growth area or areas within which urban growth shall
be encouraged and outside of which growth can occur only if it is not urban in nature. In
general, cities are the units of local government most appropriate to provide urban governmental
services. In general, it is not appropriate that urban governmental services be extended to or expanded
in rural areas except in those limited circumstances shown to be necessary to protect basic public
health and safety and the environment and when such services are financially supportable at rural
densities and do not permit urban development.”
Critical Areas Ordinance (CAO)
All cities and counties, whether or not they are planning under the GMA, are required to adopt
development regulations to protect critical areas within their jurisdiction. – RCW 36.70A.060 (2).
Critical areas are defined as: wetlands; areas with a critical recharging effect on aquifers used for
potable water; fish and wildlife habitat conservation areas; frequently flooded areas; and geologically
hazardous areas. RCW 36.70A.030 (5).”
RCW - The Revised Code of Washington is the compilation of all permanent laws

now in force.
Shoreline Management Act (SMA)
The Shoreline Management Act, enacted in 1971, provides for the development of management plans
by any county, city, or town having shorelines covered by the Act. These plans cover all water areas of
the state over a certain size, reservoirs, wetlands, shorelines of state-wide significance, streams over a
certain water volume, and associated lands 200’ landward from the high water mark.
WAC - Washington Administrative Code is a compilation of regulations of executive

branch agencies, issued by authority of statutes.

County legislation and practices referred to in this study:
Conservation Futures is a land preservation program for protection of threatened areas of
open space, timber lands, wetland, habitat areas, agricultural and farm lands within the boundaries of
Pierce County. Conservation Futures funds are used to acquire the land or the rights to future
development of the land. Conservation Futures is administered by Pierce County Government. The
funding for this program is a State authorized/County property tax. The Pierce County Council
enacted the tax and all property taxpayers pay up to six and one-quarter cents per thousand dollars of
assessed value of each Pierce County owned parcel. These monies, identified in the budget as
Conservation Futures, are budgeted annually by the Pierce County Council.

Current Use Assessment, Property Tax Exemptions and Deferrals
There are many exemptions and deferrals available to real and personal property owners.
Current Use Open Space Taxation Act : The Act states that it is in the best interest of the State to
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maintain, preserve, conserve, and otherwise continue in existence adequate open space lands for the
production of food, fiber, and forest crops and to assure the use and enjoyment of natural resources
and scenic beauty for the economic and social well-being of the State and its citizens. Upon removal
of classification, an additional tax, interest and penalty shall be due. The law provides for three
classifications:
1. Open Space Land - Land retained in its natural state. Land that would enhance, protect or preserve
natural areas, i.e. parks, sanctuaries, historic sites, scenic resources, streams, beaches.
2. Farm and Agricultural Land - Land primarily devoted to the production of livestock or agricultural
commodities for commercial purposes.
3. Timber Land - Land in any contiguous ownership of five acres or more, which is primarily
devoted to the growth, and harvest of timber for commercial purposes.

PCC - Pierce County Code
TDR - Purchase and Transfer of Development Rights Program. PCC Title 18G
The TDR Program in Pierce County is a market based approach that shifts development rights from
ecologically sensitive and resource rich lands to lands that are more suitable for development. This
shift preserves ecologically sensitive and resource rich lands while redirecting growth to urban areas.
The land from which the development rights are transferred is called the ''sending site''. The ''receiving
site'' is the land to which the development rights are shifted. The receiving site may be developed at a
residential density higher than base density.

In addition to the term biodiversity, citizens of the 21st Century will meet -“connectivity”—the degree to which the landscape allows animals to move from one place
to another
“habitat fragmentation”— severing habitat into isolated islands where the native flora and
fauna are threatened by genetic degradation and environmental catastrophes
“natural capital” —flow of goods and services from nature as an asset expressed in
economic terms
“wildlife corridors”—paths with few impediments that allow animals to complete their life cycle
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APPENDIX B: BIBLIOGRAPHY, WEBSITES OF
INTEREST, AND SELECTED READING LIST
Published Resources Used for this Report
The Center for International Environmental Law, “What is Biodiversity and Why is it
Important?” http://www.ciel.org/Biodiversity/WhatIsBiodiversity.html
Dickson, Tom, “Freedom of Movement.” National Wildlife, World edition, December/January 2011.
Earth Economics, Valuing the Puget Sound Basin Revealing our Best Investments 2010.
http://www.eartheconomics.org/FileLibrary/file/Reports/Puget Sound and
Watersheds/PugetSound Russell/Valuing the Puget Sound Basin v1.0.pdf
Friends of Pierce County Publication, Hearing Examiner Booklet.
http://www.friendsofpiercecounty.org/FPC%20publications.htm
Kareiva, Peter, “The Future of Conservation” The Nature Conservancy, Spring 2011.
LWV of Washington, Growth Management, It’s Beginning to Take Shape, January 1997.
Miller, James R., et al. “Biodiversity Conservation in Local Planning” in Conservation Biology,
Volume 23, No. 1, 53–63 C, 2008 Society for Conservation Biology.
Pavan Sukhdev, Study Leader for the global study into The Economics of Ecosystems and
Biodiversity (TEEB), multiple references, http://www.teebweb.org/
Powell, Laura, “Cancer Drugs at risk as plant species die off.” The Observer, Jan 20, 2008.

http://www.Guardian.co.uk/
“Shared natural resources underpin the global economy, but our current economic system does not
acknowledge their worth. Can a major new effort to assess the costs of biodiversity loss force a
paradigm shift in what we value?” SEEDMAGAZINE.COM “Wealth of Nations, November 29,
2010. http://seedmagazine.com/content/article/wealth_of_nations/
Tallamy, Douglas W., foreword by Rick Darke, Bringing Nature Home: How You Can Sustain
Wildlife with Native Plants. Timber Press, Portland, Oregon. 2009.
http://www.timberpress.com/books/bringing_nature_home/tallamy/9780881929928
TEEB (The Economics of Ecosystems and Biodiversity), “Mainstreaming the Economics of
Nature.” Annex 2, page 34.
http://www.teebweb.org/Portals/25/TEEB%20Synthesis/TEEB_SynthReport_09_2010_online
.pdf
“Using land wisely is crucial for protecting ecosystem services.” The Guardian, Sustainable
Business, February 3, 2011, http://www.guardian.co.uk/sustainable-business/land-useeconomics-ecosystem-services
Washington Biodiversity Council, “The Conservation Opportunity Framework: Guiding
Investments on the Ground.”
http://www.biodiversity.wa.gov/documents/COF_FACTSHEET_6pp.pdf
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Websites of Interest
Earth Economics, “What is your planet worth?” and “The Value of Nature in the
Puget Sound Basin” http://www.eartheconomics.org/
The Economics of Ecosystems and Biodiversity (TEEB)
http://www.teebweb.org/
Friends of Pierce County
http://www.friendsofpiercecounty.org/
Key Peninsula – Gig Harbor – Islands Watershed Council
http://www.piercecountywa.org/pc/services/home/environ/water/ps/kgi/main.htm
Pierce Conservation District
http://www.piercecountycd.org/
Pierce County Biodiversity Planning
http://www.co.pierce.wa.us/pc/services/home/property/pals/other/biodiversity.htm
Pierce County Planning and Lands Services (PALS online)
http://www.co.pierce.wa.us/pc/services/home/property/pals/palsmain.htm
Tacoma/Pierce County Health Department Environmental Health Priorities
http://www.tpchd.org/page.php?id=341
Washington Biodiversity Project
http://www.biodiversity.wa.gov
Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife – Living with Wildlife and “Managing for
Biodiversity” http://wdfw.wa.gov/wlm/living/index.htm

Selected Reading from the Study Committee
Collapse by Jared Diamond, New York, Viking Penguin, 2005. 525 pages.
An account of the collapse of civilizations around the globe, the author explores why Easter
Island, the Anasazi of southwestern United States, Mayan cities, Norse Greenland and other ancient
civilizations thrived for a time but then died. Looking next at modern societies, the reader is asked to
consider whether the same thing could happen to us. Is our use and abuse of nature’s gifts leading to
collapse?
The Future of Life by Edward O. Wilson. New York , Alfred A. Knopf, 2002. 229 pages.
“From one of the world's most influential scientists (and two-time Pulitzer Prize-winning
author) comes his most timely and important book yet: an impassioned call for quick and decisive
action to save Earth's biological heritage, and a plan to achieve it."
This is both a moving description of our biosphere and a guidebook for the protection of all its
species, including humankind. We learn how the world today is infinitely richer than ever we knew,
yet it is so ravaged by human activity that half its species could be gone by the end of this century.
Naming nature : the Clash between Instinct and Science by Carol Kaesuk Yoon. New York,
W.W. Norton, 2009. 299 pages .
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“A surprising, untold story about the poetic and deeply human (cognitive) capacity to name
the natural world illuminates science's limitations and the urgency of staying connected to the natural
world by using familiar, rather than scientific, names.”
The Song of the Dodo: Island Biogeography in an Age of Extinction by David Quammen. New
York, Scribner, 1996. 625 pages.
From Publishers Weekly “… we learn just how critical (conservation biology) is in the face
of massive habitat destruction. The Channel Islands off California and the Madagascan lemurs are
captivatingly portrayed… That a book on so technical a subject could be so enlightening, humorous
and engaging is an extraordinary achievement.”
Sustaining Life - How Human Health Depends on Biodiversity, edited by Eric Chivian, M.D., and
Aaron Bernstein, M.D. Foreword by Edward O. Wilson. Prologue by Kofi Annan. Oxford University
Press, 2008. 542 pages.
“This volume presents a comprehensive review of how human medicines, biomedical
research, the emergence and spread of infectious diseases, and the production of food all depend on
biodiversity. It is edited and written by two physicians from Harvard Medical School with
contributions by more than 100 leading scientists from around the world. It is co-sponsored by the
United Nations Development Programme, the U.N. Environment Programme, the Secretariat of the
Convention on Biological Diversity and the World Conservation Union.”
The View from Lazy Point by Carl Safina. New York, Henry Holt, 2011. 357 pages.
A very coastal look at biodiversity, for birders, for fishermen, for divers, for travelers. The
story of species decline and homo sapiens’ part in it is distressing, but Safina’s beautiful descriptions
put you in touch with nature from Antarctica to Alaska.
The World Without Us by Alan Weisman. New York, St. Martin’s Press, 2007. 274 pages.
The author uses evidence from multiple places that have been abandoned by humans to
demonstrate the ability of nature to recover from human induced degradation. Two products that will
have lasting effects, even when humans are gone however, are nuclear waste and plastic materials,
which will last for long periods and could affect future evolution.
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Pierce County
Planning & Land Services
Advance Planning Division

Science in the Community

Biodiversity Planning in Pierce County
The Science of Biodiversity Planning
The Washington State Growth Management Act
requires every county in the state to address open
space areas in their comprehensive plans. During
Pierce County’s open space planning process,
county
planners
were
approached
by
representatives from Washington Department of
Fish and Wildlife (WDFW) and the University of
Washington who asked that open space areas
include those lands that have the greatest level of
wildlife biological diversity, or “biodiversity.” Pierce
County embraced this philosophy and, along with
several key partners, embarked on a multi-year
process to develop a Biodiversity Plan for Pierce
County (1997-2000).

habitat areas (referred to as Biodiversity
Management Areas) are connected by corridors of
habitat, which are often
located along
waterways. The
resulting coverage is the
Biodiversity Network.
In 2003, the county conducted a finer-level analysis
of the lands located within the Biodiversity Network
and documented this information in the Pierce
County Biodiversity Network Assessment Report
(August 2004).
This process wouldn’t have taken place without the
help and support of a unique group of stakeholders
who formed a partnership known as the Pierce
County Biodiversity Alliance (PCBA). The PCBA
includes: Pierce County, Washington Department
of Fish and Wildlife, University of Washington –
Cooperative
Fish
and
Wildlife
Unit
&
NatureMapping Program), Tahoma Audubon, and
Metro Parks – Tacoma.

Implementation of the Biodiversity Data

The planning method used to identify biodiversity
areas is called “gap analysis.”
This method
employs the mapping technologies of satellite
imagery and the Geographical Information System
(GIS) to create a current vegetation map. From
that, distribution of wildlife species is derived and
areas of high biodiversity are identified. The map is
refined or “ground-truthed” with any and all known
plant community and wildlife occurrences from
WDFW’s Priority Habitats and Species and
Streamnet databases, the Department of Natural
Resources’ Heritage and Sensitive Plant Species
databases, county natural resource inventories,
and local expert biological opinion. These core

The Biodiversity Network coverage was integrated
into the county’s Comprehensive Plan Open Space
Corridors map; first in 1999 and then updated and
revised in 2004 based upon the Pierce County
Biodiversity Network Assessment Report. This
information has also been considered in community
planning processes. In one community plan, the
Biodiversity Network was the basis for the creation
of a Residential [sensitive] Resource land use
designation (which provides for reduced densities
inside the urban growth area) and the
establishment of habitat
conservation based
design standards such
as low impact
development
techniques and
minimum native
vegetation retention.
The county will also use

While some progress has been made, the PCBA
recognizes that landscape scale planning
documents often fail to implement on-the-ground
land use actions that serve to promote long-term
conservation of “biorich” areas.

the Biodiversity Network information in various
incentive programs such as the Conservation
Futures Program and Current Use Assessment
Program.
This multi-pronged implementation strategy puts
emphasis on proactive conservation of multiple
species, rather than on reactive restoration of
individual threatened or endangered species. This
approach helps guide county planners in directing
more intense development away from identified biorich lands and can also guide private and public
land conservation purchases or easements.

The PCBA is beginning a pilot project in 2005 using
one BMA (Gig Harbor), to design and implement a
community outreach and stewardship process.
Citizens will be engaged through education
workshops, trainings, citizen-based science, and
development of a habitat conservation plan. The
pilot project will be initiated with a “BioBlitz”, where
scientists working with local landowners will
conduct a rapid (24-hour) biological inventory of the
species found within the Gig Harbor BMA. Success
will be measured through citizen involvement, data
collection, and participation in incentive-based land
use programs and other threat abatement or
restoration actions. The overall goal is for each
local BMA to retain its ecological function while still
accommodating the community in reaching their
land-use objectives. This pilot project addresses
responsible land use by empowering local
communities. Once this initial pilot project is
completed, the hope is to repeat this process in
each of the other 15 BMAs.

Involving Citizens in Biodiversity Planning
The PCBA is now working hard to bring this
information to landowners that live within individual
Biodiversity Management Areas (BMAs).
Land use is the primary driver of habitat loss,
introduction of exotic species, environmental
degradation, and increased runoff and pollutants.
These effects are exacerbated in urbanizing
landscapes such as Pierce County, Washington,
where changes are both rapid and permanent.

For more information about biodiversity planning in Pierce County please visit the Pierce County webpage at:
www.co.pierce.wa.us/pc/services/home/property/pals/other/biodiversity.htm or contact Katherine Brooks,
Senior Planner at 253-798-3181 or by email at kbrooks@co.pierce.wa.us
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How Can Pierce County Advance Biodiversity Conservation?
We appreciate the support of the County Executives of Pierce & King County for the joint
resolution that asks staff to cooperate to facilitate the conservation of White River
biodiversity. In an effort to advance this resolution we ask support from the Pierce County
Council to:
1. Recognize that working proactively on the conservation of Pierce County’s biodiversity
makes good business sense. It helps maintain a healthy and vibrant community that makes Pierce
County an attractive place for employers and residents. It maintains the quality of life that our citizens
demand. It also helps avoid the loss of biological diversity that undermines the quality of life for all
living things, especially people. The National Wildlife Federation said it best: “Biodiversity keeps the
planet livable for us and for all other species. It helps maintain the atmosphere, keep the soil fertile,
purify water and generally keep the world running smoothly.”

2. Recognize that biodiversity conservation will be largely done through the voluntary
actions of interested landowners. One of the best ways to encourage conservation on private
lands is through the Current Use Assessment program. We appreciate the leadership of the Council in
lowering the $600 application fee for this program to $250 for rural landowners.
3. Include this area of work as a work plan item for the Pierce Conservation District. Many
of the Pierce Conservation District’s programs can be expanded to benefit non-farm landowners.
These property owners who are interested in furthering biodiversity conservation may benefit from
technical support and assistance from the district.
4. Provide technical support from the Advance Planning Unit of the County. Katherine
Brooks, formerly with the Advance Planning Unit, was instrumental in advancing the Pierce County
Biodiversity Network Plan and subsequent assessment. The information that has come from the plan
has in turn been of value to Pierce County’s open space element of its comprehensive plan. The
PCBA requests that at least 10% of an advance planner’s time be made available to this project as
well as cartography-GIS and administrative support services.
5. Provide technical support from the Habitat Protection and Restoration section of the
Special Projects office. Tom Kantz has been very effective at ensuring that the work of the PCBA
supports the county’s interests in habitat protection and restoration. To ensure that this work
continues, the PCBA requests that 10% of the staff time of the environmental biologist is available to
the project as well as cartography-GIS and administrative support services.
6. Recognize that biodiversity conservation is an integral element of the work of the Water
Programs Division. Include biodiversity conservation as an element of the mission statement of the
Water Programs Division.

7. Include conservation of biodiversity within the development of community plans.
Provide training to PALS staff in the Pierce County Biodiversity Network and strategies that can help
interested communities advance natural resource conservation.

Dedicated to conserving the biodiversity of Pierce County

"While loss of species has always occurred as
a natural phenomenon, the pace of extinction has
accelerated dramatically as a result of human
activity. Ecosystems are being fragmented or
eliminated, and innumerable species are in decline
or already extinct. We are creating the greatest
extinction crisis since the natural disaster that
wiped out the dinosaurs 65 million years ago.
These extinctions are irreversible and, given our
dependence on food crops, medicines and other
biological resources, pose a threat to our own wellbeing. It is reckless if not downright dangerous to
keep chipping away at our life support system. It is
unethical to drive other forms of life to extinction,
and thereby deprive present and future generations
of options for their survival and development."

—Washington Biodiversity
Council

